
Light enters the spectrometer and is split into four
 channels using a set of dichroic filters.
   Next the light is:  
   - fed into the four slicer IFUs (one for each channel)
     - the sliced images are projected onto a row of slits
        - dispersed by the gratings (mounted on the reverse
          side of shared wheel with the dichroic filters)
           - imaged onto the two 1 megapixel MIRI detectors  

James Webb Space Telescope – Mid-Infrared Instrument
- IFS with the MIRI IFU -

Fred Lahuis – NOVA-SRON – and the MIRI team
The NASA James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is the next major infrared space mission scheduled for a 2018 launch.

On board is a suite of four sensitive near- and mid-IR instruments. Combined with the collecting power and spatial
resolution of its 6.5 meter dish this provides a huge discovery potential ranging from searches for the

first light after the Big Bang to the characterization of planets around stars in our local Universe.
One of the instruments is the European/US Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) offering imaging, coronagraphy
and low and medium resolution spectroscopy (LRS and MRS) between wavelengths of 5 to 28,7 microns. 
NOVA, the Netherlands Research School for Astronomy, designed and built the Spectrometer Main Optics

Module (SMO) for the medium resolution spectrometer. Most of the work for the SMO was performed
at ASTRON in collaboration with TNO/TPD for the optical design. MIRI was the first instrument

delivered to NASA in 2012 and is currently in one of the first satellite integration and testing phases.

IFS stands for Integral Field 
Spectroscopy and is also known as
2D-spectroscopy. IFS is a technique 
allowing the instantaneous capture of 
spectra for every position in a field. An 

IFU (Integral Field Unit) is the hardware 
component in the spectrometer which 

separates the signal from different field 
positions to be dispersed in the 

spectrometer and projected across 
different (parts of) the detector arrays.

What is IFS/IFU?                                        
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IFS reconstruction
From the observed spectral slices on the detector we want to reconstruct a cube 
containing a spectrum for each position on the sky. One complication in this is that 
detector pixels do not map one-to-one to square regions on the sky. 
A common approach in IFS reconstruction is to tie one cube dimension to the slice 
number (one-to-one) and map the other two dimensions (alpha and wavelength) on the 
detector (looks like a diamond, see picture on the right). Using the area of overlap 
between detector and cube pixel as a weight we sum the flux in the cube pixel.

Mapping of detector to cube. On the detector we 
have two spatial coordinates, one runs from slice to 
slice (beta) and the other within the slice (alpha), 
the wavelength increases from the bottom to the 
top of the detector.

In an ideal world, like in the cartoon above, 
the relation between the sky and the detector 
is linear. However a real instrument is never 
ideal. There is shear, rotation, magnification 
and displacement changing non-linear across 
the detector and with sky position.

Six of Webb's 18
hexagonal-shaped 
primary mirror 
segments being 
prepared for testing.
Note the technician
for scale.
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But ...
The reconstruction becomes more challenging and 
much more like a big data problem when considering:

the combination of multiple observations with varying 
pointing offsets
additional telescope distortions
temporal variations
multi-hour observations aimed to detect weak 
spectroscopic signals down to the few ppm from the 
Universes first light objects or the atmospheres 
around exoplanets
…..

We need to work hard for great science with MIRI after 
JWST is launched 

As a basis for an optimal 3D reconstruction we are 
e.g. looking at 3D cube and detector pixel representations 
using polyhedra shapes 

Measured lines from 
instrument tests (left)
and extracted 
spectrum (right).
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